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IIIF all the things
What goes into providing IIIF for millions of items? Or even a National Collection? Tom Crane looks at 
large-scale IIIF implementation, with particular focus on Wellcome Collection.
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Most Manifests are built by machines

● There are 100s of millions of digital objects represented by Manifests.

● As most of these are books, there are billions of Canvases. 
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The era before IIIF… c. 2012



Shiny IIIF Overcoat



DLCS - Asset Delivery as a commodity service



New Storage Service



Cloud everything, and IIIF 3



DLCS - Asset Delivery as a commodity service

● Tell me about an image and I will provide a IIIF Image API service for 

it

● Tell me about an AV resource and I will provide web-friendly 

derivatives for it

● I can provide the IIIF Authentication API for all these resources

● I can do this for other types of file too, where a derivative is not 

needed - like PDFs



Separating concerns and enabling other uses

(Demo)

http://drive.google.com/file/d/14d-HcbftIt1qMhx-qV1jf29Hkn9e03E2/view


Isn’t that an easier way to make a manifest?



Observability and 
instrumentation



Why do all this?

Mainly for the publisher to use the material themselves

Probably in one “canonical” way

But then later, in more specific additional ways

Then for other people to use it, with or without the knowledge of the publisher

By making derived presentations - mashups, visualisations, creative reuse, reinterpretation

Or for taking it into other IIIF-compatible software

for crowdsourcing

for research purposes

And perhaps, contributing to aggregators like Europeana or DPLA; other environments for Discovery and exploration

And perhaps, a National Collection









What does this all mean for a digital National Collection?

Assumption: IIIF is the means by which National Collection objects are distributed to 

user interfaces

● Which means contributors have to provide it

● Some of this activity HAS to be specific to the publisher - it’s their stuff, they 

have to arrange and describe it, link it to sensible descriptive metadata

● Some of it can use common tools, services, platforms, libraries



Big IIIF costs money

● Institutions that have large digital workflows already can add 

bespoke and appropriate IIIF creation to those workflows. 

● Organisations and individuals with a handful of objects can create 

manifests by hand, host them on GitHub.

● What’s the answer for orgs with a few hundred or a few tens of 

thousands of things?
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IIIF is only an answer to part of it

● Deep-zoom is nice, but

● Having Manifests is more important that having deep-zoom, but

● Having Manifests is no good if a National Collection has no means of 

discovering them, and

● A National Collection can’t do much with those Manifests without a 

scheme to organise them by, and

● It’s no good to humans without a lot of user research and design, 

some of which informs what that scheme, or schemes, might be



Thank you!

These slides: bit.ly/tanc-tc2
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A bit more reading on the IIIF Universe

Beyond the Viewer: fragments and links in annotation space

http://bit.ly/tanc-tc2
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https://twitter.com/tomofhernehill
https://medium.com/digirati-ch/beyond-the-viewer-fragments-and-links-in-annotation-space-b3284e25f34

